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1 Introduction

More prominent proper-ties of particle are observed at high energy and transverse
momentum 141. The kinematic regime is used to perform calculations of physical
quantities in the framework of perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (CD). Devi-
ations of theoretical results obtained in a high-pr region using available experimental
data are often considered as manifestations of new pysics phenomena. At the same
time we should note that nonperturbative eflkts are not well controlled by the the-
ory. Therefore search for new scaling features of particle interaction in the region is of
interest for development of the theory.

The fundamental problem of high energy physics is te origin of mass, spin and
charge of particles. The study of particle interactions over a wide kinematic range and
especially at small scaler, is necessary to resolve the problem and understand underlying
physics phenomena. One assumes that all types of interactions are unified at small
scales. New ideas and theories such as extra dimensions, anisotropy and fractality of
space-time, quark compositeriess, theories of Grand Unification, Super Symmetry and
Super Gravity are intensively developed.

New feature (z-scaling) of high-pr particle production in hadron-hadron and hadron-
nucleus collisions at high energies was established in [5]-[111. The caling functio ?�
and scaling variable z are expressed via experimental quantities such as the inclu-
sive cross section Ed'oldp' and the multiplicity density of charged particles dNld7l.
Data z-presentation is found to reveal symmetry properties (energy independence, A-
dependence, power law). Te properties of at hig z are assumed to be relevant to
the structure of space-time at small scales 12, 13). The function V)(z) is interpreted as
the probability density to produce a particle with a formation length z. The concept
of z-scaling and the method of data analysis are developed for description of differ-
ent particles (charged 6 7 14] and neutral [10, 11] hadrons, direct photons [8, 151,
jets 9 produced in high energy hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus interactions. The
proposed method is complementary to a method of direct calculations developed in
the framework of QCD 16] and methods based on Monte Carlo generators 17]-[24].
Therefore we consider that the use of the method allow to reduce some theoretical
uncertainties which are ambiguously estimated by theory.

In the report the general concept of z-sealing, the properties of data z-presentation
and some new results of data alysis are presented. The fundamental principles such
as self-similarity, locality, fractality and scale-relativity are formulated and discussed
in the framework of the z-scaling concept. Verification z-scaling validity at RHIC and
LHC is suggested. Violation z-scaling is considered to be indication of new physics
phenomena.

2 Z-scaling

In the section we discuss underlying ideas of z-scaling. A general scheme of data
z-presentation is described. Physical meaning of the introduced quantities is explained.

2.1 Locality

The idea of z-scaling is based on the assumptions 25] that gross feature of inclusive
particle distribution of the process (1) at igh energies can be described in terms of
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the corresponding kinematic characteristics

MI M2 -+ MI X (1)

of the constituent subprocess written in the symbolic form 2)

(XI MI) (X012) --+ Ml (XI MI + X2M2 M2) (2)

satisfying the condition

(XI PI X2P2 _ P)2 = (XIM1 + X21V12 + m2)2. (3)

The equation is the expression of locality of hadTOn Interaction at constituent level.

The x and X2 are fractions of the incoming momenta PI and P2 of the colliding objects
with the masses Ml and M2. They determine the minimum energy, which is necessary
for production of the secondary particle with the masE. ml and the four-i-nomentum p.
The parameter M2 is introduced to satisfy the internJ conservation laws (for baryon
number, isospin, strangeness, and so on).

The equation 3 reflects minimum recoil mass hypothesis in the elementary sub-
process. To connect kinematic and structural characteristics of the interaction, the
quantity is introduced. It is chosen in the form

Q(X 1 X2 = Ml - XI)111 (1 -_ X,)12' (4)

where m is a mss constant and SI and 2 are factors relating to the aomalous fractal
dimensions of the colliding objects. Te fractions x, and X2 are determined to maximize

the value Of Q(XI, X2), simultaneously fulfilling te condition 3)

df2(Xl, X2)IdXl 1�=Z2(Zl) �: O' (5)

The fractions xi and X2 are equal to unity along the phase space limit and cover the

full phase space accessible at any energy.

2.2 Self-similarity

Self-similarity is a scale-invariant property connected with dropping of certain di-

mensional quantities out of pysical picture of the nteractions. It means that di-

mensionless quantities for the description of physical processes are used. The scaling

function O(z) depends in a self-similar manner on a single dimensionless variable z It

is expressed via the invariant cross section Edaldp' as follows

7rs d4a
OW = J I 17�v (6)

(dNld,7)oi.

Here, i the center-of-mass collision energy squared, ori,, is the inelastic cross sction,

J is te corresponding Jacobian. The factor J is the kown function of the kinematic

variables, the momenta and masses of the colliding ad produced particles.

The function O(z) is normalized as follows

00
,O(z)dz (7)
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The relation allows us to interpret the function O(z) as a probability density to produce
• particle with the corresponding value of the variable z.

We would like to emphasize that the istence of te function O(z) depending on
• single dimensionless variable z and revealing scaling properties is not evident in
advance. Therefore the method proposed to construct O(z) and z could be only proved
a posteriori.

2.3 Fractality

Principle of fractality states that variables used i the description of the process
diverge in terms of the resolution. This property is characteristic for the scaling variable

= ZOQ-1, (8)

where
zo Ll(dNldq). (9)

The variable z has character of a fractal measure. For the given production process
(1), its finite part zo is the ratio of the transverse energy released in the binary ollision
of constituents 2 and the average multiplicity density dNld?71,=O. The divergent part
Q` describes te resolution at which the collision of the constituents can be singled
out of this process. The Q(X1, X2) represents relative number of aH initial configurations
containing the constituents which carry fractions x, and X2 of te incoming momenta.
The ad 62 are the anomalous fractal dimensions of the colliding objects (hadrons
or nuclei). The momentum fractions x, and X2 axe determined in a way to minimize
the resolution '(XIX2) of the fractal measure z with respect to all possible sub-
processes 2 subjected to the conditio 3 The variable z was interpreted as a
particle formation length.

As we via]] show later the scaling function of high-pT particle production is described
by the power law, O(z - z-15. Both quantities, and z, are scale dependent There-
fore we consider the high energy hadron-badro iteractions as interactions of fractals.
In te asymptotic region the internal structure of particles, interactions of their OD-

stituents and mechanism of real particle formation manifest self-similarity over a wide
scale range.

2.4 Scale-relativity

The properties of particle interactions in the space-time reflect symmetries of Na-
ture. Te principle of motion relativity has been used to formulate non-relativistic and
relativistic theory. The special theory deals with only inertial coordinate systems while
the expression of physical laws i the general theory of relativity should be written into
any curvilinear coordinate system. Principle of general relativity states that "the laws
of physics must be of such a nature that they apply to systems of references in any
kind of motion". Application of relativity principle can be extended to state of scale of
reference system 13). There are convincing evidence t Consider tat scale as well as
other quantities characterizing a reference fame should be used to describe a particle
state in a high-pr range. In this range elementary probes such as direct photons, high-
pT badrons and jets are not point-like objects. They have a complicated tucture.
The last is resulted from interactions of quarks, guons and eavy bosons which are
fundamental objects of theory. Therefore experimentally measurable quantities should
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depend on a ratio between scales of a studied object and a probe. In other words the
variables used in the description of the process depends on the resolution.

A generalization of the motion-relativity principle to the scale-relativity principle
requires that "the laws of physics must be of such a nature that they apply to systems
of references in any kind of motion and watever its sate of scale".

ID te framework of data z-presentation the mechanism of particle formation is
described by te scaling function V)(z). Both quantities, V) and z dpend on the
resolution ` while the anomalous fractal dimension as found from our aalysi of
numerous experimental data to be resolution independent. We consider that the study
of z-scaling of high-pr particle production over a wide kinematic range f pT and Fs
and determination of could give new insight in theory of scale-relativity 12, 13].

3 Properties of data z-presentaition

In the section we present and discuss some properties of data pT- and 2 -presentation
of high-pT particle production in pppp and pA collisions. We show that the scaling
functions for different processes reveal te same properties. Tey axe the energy iDde-
pendence of P, the power behavior of at high-z and A-dependence.

3.1 Energy independence of V)(z)

It is well known that numerous experimental data on high-pT particle spectra mani-
fest the strong dependence on collision eergy Vs. Te effect ehances as the transverse
momentum of produced particle increases.

3.1.1 7r+-mesons

Figures (a) and 2(a) show the dependence of the inclusive cross sections of 7'

and K-+- meson production in pp collisions on te trawiverse momentum pT at incident
proton momentum PL = 70,200,300,400 and 800 GeV/c and an angle ... 90'.
The data were obtained at Protvino 26] and Batavia 27, 28]. Transverse momenta
of produced particles shown in Figures 1(a) and 2(a) flange from to 0 GeV/c We
would note that data 27] and 28] corresponding to the Mmentum PL = 400 GeV/c
are complementary and are in a good agreement each ther. As seen from Figures (a)
and 2(a) particle spectra have power behavior at p = 200 - 800) GeV/c. The effect
of kinematic boundary is visible at the end of spectrum at PL = 70 GeV/c.

The energy independence of data z-presentation eans that the saling function
V(z) has the same shape for different s over a wide range.

As seen from Figures 1(b) and 2(b) z-presentation of the same data sets demon-
strates the energy idependence of O(z) over a wide collision energy and transverse
momentum range. We would like to emphasize that the data 28] used in our new
analysis confirm our earlier results [5, 29].

3.1.2 r-mesons

The PHENIX Collaboration published the new dta 30] on inclusive spectrum of
7ro-mesons produced in pp collisions in central rapidity range at RHIC energy VF = 200
GeV. The transverse omenta of iro-mesons were measured up to 13 GeV/c.
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The data pT- and z-presentations for iro-meson spectra obtained at ISR 311-[36] and
RHIC 30) are shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). One can see that pr-spectra of 70-meson
production reveal the proper-ties similar to that found for charged hadrons. The new
data [301 on 70-meson inclusive cross sections obtained at RHIC as seen from Figure
3(b) are in a good agreement with our earlier results [10]. Thus we can conclude that
available experimental data on high-pT 0-meson production i pp collisions confirm
the property of the energy independence of V;(z) in z-presentation.

3.1.3 Charged hadrons;

The STAR Collaboration published new data 37] on inclusive cross sections of
charged hadrons produced in pp collisions at RHIC energy s = 200 GeV. The RHIC
data and other ones obtained at U70 26], ISR 38] and Tevatron 27, 281 are sown
in Figure 4(a). Charged hadron spectra were measured over a wide kinematic range
-,s = 11.5 - 200) GeV and pT = 0. - 95) GeV/c. The strong energy dependence
and the ower behavior of particle pr-spectrum are found to be clearly. The energy
independence of data z-presentation shown in Figure 4(b) is confirmed. It is of interest
to verify the asymptotic behavior of at Fs = 200 GeV and reach value of z up to 30
and more.

3.1.4 Direct

Direct photons are considered as the best probes of constituent interactions at
high-pT. The calculations of direct photon cross sections in the framework of CD
are developed in next-to-leading order 39,1. The basic mechanisms of direct photon
production are considered to be Compton scattering (gq --+ y), and annihilation
process (qq -+ -yg). These are direct mechanisms of photon production. In high-
pT range direct photons are also produced indirectly via bremsstrahlung of quarks
(qq -+ q-y, g -+ gy). The contribution of indirect echanisms of high-pT photon
production can be significant. However there are significant theoretical uncertainties
due to the choice of structure and fragmentation functions and renormalization, fac-
torization and fragmentation scales. Therefore any reliable estimates of direct photon
cross sections allowing to reduce some of theoretical uncertainties is of interest.

The results of data analysis for direct photon production in pp ollisions are pre-
sented in Figure 5. Inclusive cross sections versus the transverse momentum at VS =
(24 - 1800) GeV over the range pT = 4 - 1 1 0) GeV/c are shown i Figure 5(a). Data
used in the analysis are obtained by UA1 40], UA2 41], UA6 42], CDF 43] and DO
[44) Collaborations. Data z-presentation (see Figure 5(b)) demonstrates the energy in-
dependence of the wAling function of high-pr direct photon production over a wide
kinematic range.

3.1.5 Jets

First observation of jets in pp collisions at SpS was considered as compelling confir-
mation of parton structure of hadrons. In high energy collisions of hadrons copiously
jet poduction due to hard parton scattering is observed. A jet represents a group of
moving collimated particles. In the framework of CD jets are distinguished to can
be quark and gluon. Quark and gluon jets are initiated by fastest quark and gluon,
respectively. It should be noted that the mechanism of jet formation is insufficient
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explored and not clearly understood till now. Therefore we hope that scaling features
of jet production could be useful to obtain additional constraints for models of jet
formation.

In Figures 6(a) we show the invariant cross sections of inclusive jet production in
pp collisions at Vs = 630 and 1800 GeV. There experimental data are obtained by
CDF 45] and DO 46) Coflaborations. A clear energy dependence of the cross section
is observed to be. Difference between cross sections at Vs = 630 and 1800 GeV
increases with transverse energy of jet. Data z-presentation shown i Figure 6(b)
demonstrates independence on collision energy s. Te anomalous fractal dimensions
for jet production in pp and pp collisions was found t be constant and qual to 9.

3.2 A-dependence of O(z)

A comparison of particle yields in hadron-hadron and hadron-inucleus collisions is
a basic method to study the nuclear matter influence on particle production. The
elementary process is considered a probe of more complex system like nucleus. The
difference between cross sections of particle production on free and bound nucleons
was considered as an indication of unusual physics penomena like EMC-effect, J10-
suppression and Cronin effect.

A change of the shape of pT spectra is onsidered to be evidence that the mecha-
nism of particle formation in nuclear matter is modified. Therefore it is convenient to
compare scaling functions corresponding to different pA processes over a wide range of
,,Fs and pT.

The search for scaling features of particle formation in pA as well as in PP collisions
and the study of their dependence on the atomic weight A is of interest for development
of theory.

A-dependence of z-acaling of hadrou production in pA collisions was studied in
[7, 11]. It was established zscaling for different nuclei (A = D - Pb) and types of
produced particles (lr',O, K, p). To compare the scaling functions for different nuclei
the symmetry transformation

-+ aAZ, 10 -+ a-IVy (10)
has been used. The para:-_-'�f a of the scale transformation (10) depends on the atomic
weight A. It was parameterized by the formula a(A = 0.9AG-15.

Figures 7(a) demonstrates the spectra of 7r+-mesons produced in proton-nucleus
collisions at Vrs = 11.5 and 27.4 GeV and ONN 900. Our new data analysis includescm
experimental data obtained at Protvino 26] and Batairia 27, 28]. The data 28] extend
tran verse momentum range up to pT= 8.5 GeV/c. A good compatibility of 271 and
[28] data sets in the overlapping region was observed. Solid and dashed lines are
obtained by fitting of the data for W, Pb and D, respectively. They demonstrate te
strong dependence of pr-spectra on collision energy rs.

Figure 7(b) shows te z-presentations of the same data. Te obtained results is
the new confirmation of z-scaling of high-pThadron production in pA cAlisions. The
universality of the scaling function for different uclei means that mechanism of
high-pTparticle formation in nuclear matter revealBproperty of self-similarity.

3.3 Power law

One of the general properties of data z-presentation is the power law of saling
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function
O(Z) - Z-1'.

Such behavior of as seen from Figures (b)-7(b) is observed for different particles
(hadrons, direct photons and jets) produced at z > 4 The data sets demonstrate
a linear z-dependence of tk(z) o the log-log scale at high z. The quantity is the
slope parameter. The value of the slope parameter is found to be constant with high
accuracy and it is independent of energy s over a wide high transverse momentum
range. Some indications (for 7rO mesons, charged hadrons, direct photons, jets) are
obtained tat te value of slope parameter for pp is larger than the corresponding
value for pp collisions, pp > Ap,

The eistence of te power law, means, from our point of view, that the mechanism
of particle formation reveals fractal behavior.

4 Multiplicity charged particle density

The important ingredient of z-scaling concept is the multiplicity density of carged
particles, dN1d,7(s,,q). The scAling function �b and the scaling variable z is proportional
to [dN1dRJ-'. In te first case te quantity is included in te expression (5) to normalize
the function and to give te physical meaning for it as a probability density to produce
a particle with formation length z. In the second one 7) the multiplicity density is
taken at = Therefore z is proportional to energy of elementary subprocess per one
particle produced in the initial badron collision.

The energy dependence of the multiplicity charged particle density for inelastic and
non-single diffractive pp and pp collisions is shown in Figure 8(a) 47]. The collision
energy Vs changes from 14 to 1800 GeV. New data for dN1d'q(s,'q) as well as for
inclusive cross section Ed3or/dp3 for pp ollisions at RHIC energies are of interest for
verification of z-scaling.

5 -�/7r' ratio for pp and fip

The properties of the scaling function for direct -y and 7-meson can be used to
estimate the dependence of the -y/7ro ratio of inclusive cross sections on transverse
momentum at LHC energies.

The asymptotic behavior ofO(z) was found to be described by the power law for
7ro-meson and direct photon production in pp and Pp ollisions. The lope parameters,
are satisfied to the relations M., > 4, 0 " -" - and 0 >O; > ;;, Opp > PO

As sen from Figure 3(b) the cross section data 30) of 0-meson production in pp
collisions obtained by the PHENDC collaboration at RHIC are in a good agreement
with the asymptotic behavior of O(z).

Figure 8(b sows the yro ratio of inclusive cross sections as a function of the
transverse momentum pr at V = 5.5 and 14. TeV. The ratio was found to be different
for pp and pp collisions. It increases with pr. The ratio has the cross-over point at
pT �-- 60 - 70) GeV/c and p f (1 10 - 130) GeV/c for pp and collisions, respectively.

6 z - pT plot

The z - pr plot is the dependence of the ariable z on the transverse momentum
8



pT of produced particle for a given process. The plot allows us to determine the high
transverse momentum range interesting for verification of z-scaling and experimentally
inaccessible up to now.

Figure 9(a) shows the z - pr plot for the pp -+ 7+.K process at Vs = 24 - 14000)
GeV. As sen from Figure I b) the scaling function ik(z) was measured p to z = 30.
The function ik(z) demonstrates the power behavior at z > 4 Therefore the kinematic
range z > 30 is of more preferable for experimental investigations of z-scaling violation.
The boundary z = 30 corresponds to the different values of the transfers momentum
pT depending on collision energy Vs.

Figure 9 (b) hows our predictions of the dependence of the inclusive cross section
Ed3aldp3 on the transverse momentum pT for 7r+-mes:)ns produced in pp collisions at
the ISR, RRIC and LHC energies and an angle 0.,. = 901. The verification of the
predictions is of interest to determine the region of the scaling validity and search for
new physics phenomena.

7 19 6-jump"

Mechanism of particle formation at high transverse momenta i z-presentation is
described by the power law (11). Such behavior depen& on the values of te anomalous
fractal dimension of colliding particles, 1 and 2. The dimensions for hadrons, direct
photons and jets produced in pp collisions were found to satisfy the relation 6h < <

6jt and to be independent of Vs and pT. The anomalous fractal dimension for nucleus
6A is expressed via the dimension for nucleon 6N as follows 6 = A N.

Figure 10(a) shows the dependence of the anomalous fractal dimension for 7ro-

meson production in pp and pp 48] collisions on eergy s. The value of 6 = 0.5
used in our previous data analysis is confirmed by the new data 30] on iclusive cross
section (see Figure 3(b)) obtained by the PHENIX C ollaboration at RHIC. Figure
10(b) gives evidence that values of the slope parameters of the scaling function for P
and f5p collisions differ each other at z > 6.

The change of the fractal dimension or "6-jump" is considered as an indication on
new mechanism of particle formation. It is assumed that the energy dependence of the
quantity is especially sensitive in the high-pr range. herefore the study of z-scaling
at higher s and p is of interest for search for new pysics phenomena.

8 Direct y and 770-meson yields in pp and pPb
collisions at RRIC andLHC

The saling properties of data z-presentation for pp and pA collisions can be used to
estimate particle yields in the kinematic region experimentally inaccessible at present
time and to compare with other model predictions.

Figures 11 and 12 shows our predictions of the dejwndence of the inclusive cross
section Edlaldpl on the transverse momentum pT for db-ect photon (a) and i71-mesons
(b) produced in pp and pPb collisions at RRIC and LHC energies and an angle Oi =

900. The data on the cross sections 33, 42, 49] obtainol at ISR energy / = 24 - 63)
GeV are also shown for comparison.
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Figure 1. (a) The inclusive differential cross sctions for 7+-mesons produced in pp col-
lisions at p� = 70,200,300,400 and 800 GeV/c and 0. �-_ 900 as functions of the transverse
momentum pT. Experimental data are taken from 26, 27, 28]. (b) The corresponding saling
function tp(z).
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Figure 2 (a) The inclusive differential cross sections for K-mesons produced in pp col-
lisions at plb 70,200,300,400 and 800 GeV/c and , = 900 as functions of the transverse
momentum pT. Experimental data are taken from 26, 27, 28]. (b) The corresponding scaling
function O(Z).
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function fk(z).
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Figure 4 (a) Inclusive cross sctions of charged hadr3n production in pp collisions versus
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and an angle ,, of 900. Experimental data are taken from 26, 27, 28, 37, 381. (b) The
corresponding scaling function tk(z).
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9 Conclusions

The general concept of z-scaling for paxticle production in hadron-hadro ad hadron-
nucleus collisions with high transverse momenta was reviewed. The development of
new method of data analysis based OD data z-presentation was presented. The scaling
fiinction O(z) and scaling variable z were shown to be expressed via the experimental
quantities, the invariant inclusive cross section Ed 30, /dP3 and the multiplicity charged
particles density dN1d71(s 7).

Physical interpretation of the scaling function O(z) and variable z as a probability
density to produce a particle with formation length z was argued. The quantity z was
shown to reveal te property of te fractal easure and 1,2 are the anomalous fractal
dimensions of colliding particles. It was argued that zscaling reflects the fundamental
symmetries such as locality, self-similarity, fractality and scale relativity.

Results of new analysis of experimental data on the inclusive cross sections obtained
at U70, ISR, SpS, Tevatron ad RHIC were presented. The scaling properties of data
z-presentation such as the energy independence, A-dependence and the power law
were discussed. A complementary confirmation of zscaling for 70-meson and charged
badron production in pp collisions at RHIC was obtained.

New measurements of the multiplicity charged particle density and te inclusive
cross sections of particle production in the experimentally inaccessible kinematic re-
giOD for the study of z-scaling were suggested. The change of the aomalous fractal
dimension (&jump") was suggested to consider as a new and complementary signa-
ture of new pysics phenomena of high-pT particle production in hadron-hadron and
hadron-nucleus collisions at high energies. The z - pT plot was used to determine the
regions that are of more preferable for experimental search for z-scaling violation. The
properties of data z-presentation were used to predict high-pT particle spectra at RHIC
and LHC energies.
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ToKapeB M. B. E2-2003-200
Z-creRnHHr oTaecqTroB 173Bao TBB

KOHuemxHA Z-CKeRnHHr-a oTpaxaeT o6atHe C06eHHOC'rH BHyrpeHHefi CTP)'KTypb CM-
KHBaioLLLHxcA o-beKTOB, BaHmoAeiiCTBHA HX COCTaWIRIOWHX H mexaHH3ma o6pa3OBaHHA a-
CTHU c 6onbWHMH nonepe4HbIMH HMnyJlbCaMH. AHanH3HPYIoTCH 3KcnepHmeHTanEHhieaaH-
Hbie no HHKY1103HBHbIM ceqeHHAM poxweHHX ac-rHu, nonytie"Hwe Ha CKOPHTenAx U70, ISR,

SpS, RHIC H Tevatron. 06cyxwaioTcA COiiCTi3a z-npeacTaB.,jeHHA aepreTHqecKaA He3aBH-

cHmocTb, cTeneHHOA 3aKOH H A 3aBHCHMOCTh CKeAJ1HHrOBOA )YHKUHH % Z). 06oCHOBbH;aeT-

CM C135131, Z-Mefintfflra c nHHuHnamH camonoao6HA,.nOKanhHOCTH H )paKTanbHOcTH. flpeA-

naraeTCA HCfIOJlb3OBaTb Z-CKeAnHHr A11.9 nHCKa HBb1X C�1,131,14eCKHX BneHHf1 8 aApOH-aAPOH-

Hb1X H aOH-A.RepHbIX B3aHmoAef1CTBHAX. Pe3ynbTaTbi alanH3a nKa3biBaioT. TO HoBble

3KcnepHmeHTajibHbie RaHHbie, nonyieMbie Ha RHIC, noaTBepxAaioT Z-CKeAnHHr B PP-B3aH-

moAeAcTBH.gx. 1peACKax6iB;uoTcH cneKTpbl poAmeH119 aCTHU c 60nbWHMH nonepet[HbIMH

Hmnynbcamli Ha LHC. HapyweH He Z-CKeiinHHra, xapaKTePH3yemoe H3meHeHHem aomanbHOR
4)paKTanbHOfi pa3mepHOCTH CTaTirHBaioU[HXCA o6-beKToB, paccmaTPHBaeTCq KaK HBoe o-
nOJIH14TenbHoe npeAnono)KeHHe 0 CUIeCTBOBaHHH HBb1X 4)H3HqeCKHx ABneHHA.

Pa6oTa BlnOJIHeHa B la6opaToPHH BbICOKHX 3HeprHA Hm. B. H. BeKenepa m A. M. an-

AHHa 01,13114.

ripenpHHT 06-beAHHeHHoro miicTirryra RePHUX mcnejoBallith. )ly6Ha, 2003

Tokarev M. V. E2-2003-200

z-Scaling from Tens of GeV to TeV

The concept of z-scaling reflecting the general features of internal particle substructure,

constituent interaction and mechanism of particle formation at high P T is reviewed. Experi-

mental data on inclusive cross sections obtained at U70, ISR, SpS, RHIC and Tevatron are

used in the analysis. The properties of z-presentation data such as the energy.independence,

power law and A -dependence are discussed. The properties ofz-scaling are argued to be con-

nected with the fundamental symmetries such as self-similarity, locality and fractality.

The use ofz-scaling to search for new physics phenomena in hadron-hadron and hadron-nu-

cleus collisions is suggested. RHIC data used in our new analysis confirm z-.scaling in pp

collisions. High-p -r particle spectra at LHC energies are predicted. Violation of z-scaling

characterized by the change of anomalous fractal dimension is considered as a new and com-

plementary signature of new physics phenomena.

The investigation has been performed at the Veksler-Baldin Laboratory of High Ener-

gies, JINR.
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